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To maximize the benefits derived from off-planet resources, profitable asteroid
mining may be our most pragmatic deep-space goal for the next few decades.
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sources of the most critical of all industrial metals—the platinum group metals?
Where else can we find these rare catalysts?
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▪ For economically sustainable extraterrestrial development, what targets offer
greater potential financial returns? The Moon is slag; it and Mars require costly
rockets for landing and liftoff; neither can offer a biologically benign gravity.

This paper is part of an ongoing effort to (1) identify solar-system resources that
offer humanity the greatest potential benefits, (2) describe technologies that can
be used to reach and manipulate those resources, and (3) plan the demonstration
missions that will bring us closer to realizing financially compelling returns. More
generally, the paper aims to increase our understanding of the value of the tools—
especially the robotic tools—required to reach our long-term goals in space.
Multi-generational space development programs to “sustainably send humans
into the solar system” (Charles Bolden)1 and “make our dreams in space a reality”
(James Cameron)2 need to deliver real economic benefits.
The following sections explore motivations, resource demand, technological
demonstrations, and the alignment of agency priorities with societal needs:
1. What and Why before How
2. Economic Resources
3. Demo, Demo, Demo
4. Eventually Humans

“I agree with Mike Hawes [Associate Administrator for Program Analysis and
Evaluation], your concepts are well thought out and clearly articulated.... NASA
Deputy Administrator, Lori Garver [and I] ... thank you for your suggestions.”
—Dr. Robert Braun, NASA Chief Technologist3
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1. What and Why before How
“The ultimate goal [is] human expansion
into the solar system.”
—The Augustine Committee (2009)4
Mars is not the ultimate goal. Offering only one-third Earth’s gravity, Mars may never
be healthy for Earth-evolved, cellular life. We need gravity.5 The delicate molecular and
computational apparatus within every watery cell of DNA life6 may require gravitational
conditions rather close to what they have been for 4 billon years: 980 Galileos (±0.3%).
Humans may hope to visit Mars, but making it an “ultimate goal” is just not rational.
The Moon, offering only one-sixth Earth’s gravity, is even less hospitable.
On the other hand, rotating cylinders, as small as a couple hundred meters in diameter,
appear quite capable of precisely simulating Earth-normal gravity.7 Such habitats—likely
built from asteroids, rather than material drawn up out of expensive gravity wells—seem
to be the most plausible context for realizing our long-term goal of “humans [venturing]
out into the solar system and ... beyond” (Charles Bolden).8
To reach such ambitious goals, space agencies must be economically as well as politically
sustainable.9 Space agencies need to deliver substantive, tangible, near-term benefits.
If they do not, it is unlikely that they will generate the support, the knowledge, and the
technologies that are required to realize our “ultimate goals” in space.
Viable space programs must satisfy “fundamental” as well as “self-actualization” needs,
as Abraham Maslow defined these in his Hierarchy of Needs.10 With competing claims
on increasingly limited funds, programs that argue “It’s our nature to explore!”11 may not
long survive. As we emerge from the “Great Recession”12 and enter the long “Lean Years”13
under the darkening cloud of a growing fiscal crisis,14 taxpayers and their representatives
will make choices. When asked, voters choose to sacrifice civil space programs rather than
cut funding to fundamental social programs, such as “national defense, law enforcement,
environmental protection, or other more basic needs.”15 In 2010, Rasmussen found that
“Fifty percent (50%) of Americans say the U.S. should cut back on space exploration
given the current state of the economy.”16
Our primate ancestors did not stand up on their hind legs in order to inspire younger
generations to study the rarified art of balancing on two feet. They did it to get food and
to avoid becoming food. Today we face new hungers, new dangers. It now appears likely
that terrestrial sources of certain metals—which are required for ecologically sustainable
technological societies—may not be able to satisfy 21st Century global demand.
At this historic juncture in space development, the U.S. has a terrific opportunity to
re-launch its civil space agency as an economically vital, extraterrestrial branch of the
USGS, creating fantastically detailed maps of—and greatly improving our access to—the
mineral wealth of the solar system. Rather than ask, “Where should we try to send
humans next?” NASA should ask, “What can we do to create economic value, off planet,
for the taxpayers who are investing in our efforts?”
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2. Economic Resources
“If our goal is to build a permanent, expanding, self-sustaining
extraterrestrial civilization, then [we need to establish a] new
Solar System economy ... based on resource occurrence
and accessibility ... and economic cost and benefit.”
—Jeffrey Kargel, et al. (2008)17
“The mandate of government agencies that deal with mining
should be proactive toward value creation.”
—Juan P. Camus (2002)18
Economic resources in space are of three types: Location, energy, and matter. Some
near-Earth locations already support profitable industrial engagements. Low-Earth and
geosynchronous-Earth orbits host hundreds of revenue-generating satellites (worldwide
industry revenues in 2008: >$140 billion).19 Beyond Earth’s atmosphere, solar radiation
is abundant; it powers most satellites. Orbiting space-based solar power systems (SBSP)
may be able to deliver huge quantities of clean, sustainable energy to Earth.20 But to date,
nothing from the vast reaches beyond Earth orbit has ever been involved in an economic
exchange. To incrementally expand our current off-planet economy, the next resource
is clear: Near-Earth asteroids. To take this next step, we need our space agencies to
make asteroid mining a priority, and demonstrate how it can done.
Agencies should support SBSP, but it should not be a top priority for two reasons. First,
SBSP already attracts interest from commercial firms and defense-related institutions.21
Second, even if SBSP supplied 99% of the world’s electricity, we’re still just in Earth orbit.
We haven’t begun to tap the mineral wealth of the inner solar system.
We need out space agencies to reach out—with robots, certainly; perhaps with humans—
to find, get hold of, and bring back an economically significant chunk of matter, and sell it
on the open market. We need them to prime the pump for economically and ecologically
sustainable, post-Earth-as-a-closed-system, industrial societies.
Our space agencies need to enable a revolutionary transformation in the material culture
of our home planet. They need to design and launch positive economic feedback systems
that utilize off-planet resources. Space agencies need to develop the skills and knowledge
required to draw material resources through extraterrestrial supply chains, and put
them to use in terrestrial systems of production. Once learned, space agencies need to
transfer these skills and understandings to individuals in industry. Civil space agencies
also need to help design, publish, and promote the inner-solar-system knowledgebases
that will prepare today’s students for profitable extraterrestrial careers.22
We need our civil space agencies to do these things, because we need the metals that are
available in asteroid ore to support our technological societies on Earth, so that they may
become ecologically sustainable over the decades and centuries to come.
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In its 1985 revision of the 1958 Space Act, Congress defined NASA’s #1 Priority: “Seek
and encourage, to the maximum extent possible, the fullest commercial use of space.”23
Given such direction, one might assume that today, 25 years latter, NASA’s top activity
would be developing economically promising space resources: energy from the sun and
metals from asteroids. Instead, most funds go to programs to put humans in space.24
Some of these resources have outstanding
value. Space agencies intent on addressing
fundamental economic needs should focus
on these materials. Platinum, for example,
has sold at over $1,700/oz since January.25
Platinum group metals (PGMs) are great
catalysts. Used in automotive catalytic
converters, which are required by national
governments worldwide,26 PGM supplies
are quite limited. Some models point to
terrestrial depletion within decades.27
Platinum group metals are also critical as catalysts in hydrogen fuel cells, which are key to
a possible post-carbon, “hydrogen economy.”28 In 2008, The National Research Council
identified PGMs as the “most critical” metals for U.S. industrial development.29
Platinum group metals are abundant in certain types of near-Earth asteroids (NEAs).
NEAs that are mineralogically similar to one of the most common types of “observed fall”
meteorites (H-type, ordinary chondrites) offer PGM concentrations (4.5 ppm)30 that are
comparable to those found in profitable terrestrial mines (3-6 ppm).31 Other meteorites
suggest that some asteroids may contain much more valuable metal.32
The PGM value of a 200 m asteroid can exceed $1 billion, or possibly $25 billion.33
Over 7,500 NEAs have been detected.34 Close to a fifth of these are easier to reach than
the moon; more than a fifth of those are ≥200 m in diameter: 200+ targets.35 President
Obama requested, and Congress has authorized, a four-fold increase in detection funding
($5.8 m to $20.4 m/year).36 This could lead to ~10,000 known 200 m NEAs in a decade.37
But detection is just a start. The costs to locate, extract, and process asteroid ore are not
well understood.38 Before significant private capital is put at risk, we need to learn more.
In cooperation with other forward looking nations,39 the U.S. should purchase an option
to develop asteroid resources by investing in the knowledge required to mine asteroids.
We can then choose to exercise this option if terrestrial PGM supplies do in fact collapse.
Asteroids may also be able to supply other metals that are increasingly at risk.40 There
are several candidates: In 2009, the U.S. imported 100% of 19 key industrial metals.41
To seek the “fullest commercial use of space,” NASA should buy down the risk of asteroid
mining ventures by investing in R&D that can give us the tools to discover, analyze, and
process asteroid ore, and deliver it safely to Earth, and to Earth orbit. NASA, with other
space agencies, should run demonstrations for this globally important program so that,
as the GAO likes to put it, useful “knowledge supplants risk over time.”42
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3. Demo, Demo, Demo
For “the nation to truly exploit deep space resources,
we need our civil space agency to develop
the 21st Century equivalent of the
Transcontinental Railroad.”
—Bryant Cramer, Associate Director, USGS (2009)43
With a mission to accelerate development of valuable mineral solar system resources,
space agency policies and programs regarding technology R&D come more clearly into
focus. If the first asteroid mining demonstration missions are run, from the start, with
partners in the robotics, mining, and space infrastructure industries, perhaps as few as
three large-scale demonstrations can jump-start commercial asteroid mining.
NASA may initiate autocatalytic asteroid mining through a series of successes:
1. Return 1.0 tonne pulverized44 but unrefined asteroid ore to Earth.
PGM-5 concentration: ~4.5 ppm
2. Return 10 tonnes pulverized and partially refined asteroid ore to Earth.
PGM-5 concentration: ~4.5% (~45,000 ppm)
3. Return 100 tonnes more fully refined asteroid ore to Earth.
PGM-5 concentration: ~45%45
[Large satellites: ~5 t. The ISS: ~450 t.]
The value of the ore returned is on the order of $100, $10 million, and $1 billion, for the
five most important PGMs: ruthenium, rhodium, palladium, iridium, and platinum. If the
missions are successful, and if the knowledge gained by executing them is well published,
industrial investors may choose to keep the ball rolling.
Asteroid mining demonstrations can evolve from past, current, and upcoming missions
(e.g., Hayabusa,46 Dawn,47 and OSIRIS-REx48). The skills and tools that we require from
our cooperating space agencies are drawn from many domains. We need to:
1. Detect Asteroids
2. Characterize Asteroids
3. Design, Build, and Operate Robotic Miners
4. Transport: Earth to LEO (low Earth orbit)
5. Transport: LEO to NEAs
6. Transport: NEAs to Earth
7. Manage the Space Environment
8. Evolve Knowledge and Know How
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1. Detect Asteroids

Programs intended to detect 90% of all potentially hazardous NEAs (>140 m) by
2020 are underway.49 Today, with 2,000 such asteroids detected (~10%), it seems
unlikely that the 2020 goal will be met.50 A space-based telescope could get the job
done by 2023.51 A ground-based telescope could do it by 2030.52 Congress just
authorized an increase in detection funding, from $5.8 m to $20.3 m/year.53
The “most capable [terrestrial telescope] appears to be the Large Synoptic Survey
Telescope (LSST),”54 which plans to begin science operations in 2016. The LSST
is designed to monitor the NEA population for years.55 The 2010 Decadal Survey
of Astronomy and Astrophysics ranked the LSST its highest priority terrestrial
observatory. Completion costs are estimated to be around $500 million.56
An infrared telescope in a Venus-like orbit could detect ~90% of all NEAs larger
than 140 meters in diameter in seven years, as well as “about 85% of all >100 m”
NEAs, and “about 50% of all >50 m” NEAs.57 Such a telescope, using technology
from two previous successful deep-space missions—Spitzer58 and Kepler59—was
proposed in 2009, at a cost of $600 million.60
Canada and Germany plan to launch Earth-orbiting satellites intended to detect
NEOs that are interior to Earth’s orbit in 2011 and 2013—the Near-Earth Object
Surveillance Satellite (NEOSSat)61 and the AsteroidFinder62—respectively.
2. Characterize Asteroids

Asteroids offer a wealth of knowledge, as well as metal; they encode the story of
the solar system. To decode this story, and to locate the most promising mining
sites, we need to raise the quantity and quality of asteroid characterizations. At
increasing cost levels, we need new tools to establish asteroid mineralogy using
(1) telescopes on Earth, (2) telescopes in orbit, (3) spacecrafts that fly to, orbit,
and “land on” asteroids, and (4) spacecrafts that return mineral samples.
Our understanding of asteroid spectra, and the association of asteroids in space
with asteroids on Earth (aka: meteorites), has improved.63 We can now discuss
“asteroid and meteorite properties using a common language of mineral abundance
and composition.”64 While we can do more with current terrestrial equipment,65
what we really need is on-site asteroid analysis, in order to verify mineralogical
inferences drawn from remote spectral analysis. This can be secured only with
spacecrafts. The challenges of determining asteroid mineralogy, and the need for
on-site analysis and returns, are well articulated in Burbine, et al. (2008).66
Japan completed the first asteroid mineral prospecting mission in June 2010.
The Hayabusa was the first spacecraft sent to an NEA with the express goal of
returning a sample to Earth.67 To take the lead in deep-space development, the
U.S. should now send out hundreds of relatively inexpensive, “hard-landing,”
mineralogical probes68 to examine the most economically attractive NEAs,
followed by tens of “low-cost” sample-return spacecrafts to the most attractive
asteroids of the initial lot.69 Then, with a solid grasp of asteroid “geology,” we
can confidently identify the most promising sites for profitable metals mining.
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3. Design, Build, and Operate Robotic Miners

Advanced robotics is the key to profitable asteroid mining.70 Semiconductor and
nanoscale hardware appears likely to sustain the exponential growth of Moore’s
Law for decades.71 Robotic miners can draw on this growing power—if we can get
new computational technology off planet and to the target asteroids.72
Robotic miners face many challenges. They must manage exponential complexity
(a by-product of growing computational power), survive the environmental rigors
of space, and execute the physically demanding work of hard-rock mining. They
need to be logically robust and physically tough: able to process tonnes of rock
while utilizing gigawatts of power.73 Nontrivial engineering, to be sure.
The training required to design, build, program, and operate these robots is also
far from trivial, as anyone who has assimilated an “undergraduate” robotics text
can attest.74 Governments can raise the appeal of such a challenging educational
career by making a clear commitment to extraterrestrial resource development.
Fundamental robotics R&D can also benefit a wide range of terrestrial industries.
4. Transport: Earth to LEO

First-generation asteroid miners may be best supported by cheaper, more reliable
heavy-lift vehicles—such as the Ariane 5 ECA, Proton, and Delta IV Heavy—which
can send 21, 22, and 23 tonnes to LEO, respectively—rather than super-heavy-lift
vehicles—such as the retired Saturn 5 or the proposed Ares V, which are designed
to send 118 and 160 tonnes to LEO, respectively.
With larger mining systems, super-heavy-lift vehicles may become cost effective.
But before committing time and money to developing these behemoths, we need
to understand the requirements of actual mining equipment. Early miners are
likely to benefit more from on-orbit assembly and orbiting fuel depots. In time,
“alternative” launch systems may become more attractive than our current
technology, which is already very efficient (97-98%) and offers “very little room”
for improvement.75 Propellants that use metallic hydrogen, for example, may be
able to “release 216 MJ/kg of specific energy,” which greatly exceeds the specific
energy of the 1972-developed, Space Shuttle Main Engine (SSME): ~10 MJ/kg.76
5. Transport: LEO to NEAs

In-space transport is ripe for high-risk/high-payoff “innovation tournaments.”77
New ion, plasma, Hall, VASIMR, and solar-sail propulsion technologies, as well
as new software tools for finding low-cost “energy-efficient trajectories,”78 could
revolutionize our ability to ferry equipment and ore around the solar system.
6. Transport: NEAs to Earth

Only high-value metals can be delivered to Earth (due to heat dissipation during
atmospheric entry). On the other hand, on-orbit manufacturing (e.g., large-scale
SBSP) could utilize a wider range of asteroid materials (e.g., iron, nickel, silicon).
For both destinations, we require fault-tolerant systems to safely deliver these
space resources to, and into, the only self-sustaining ecosystem that we know.
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7. Manage the Space Environment

Achieving global consensus on an evolving set of regulations for adequately
managing the extraterrestrial environment requires social technologies of
institutional governance. It also requires new mechanical technologies.
Orbital debris, for one, has entered a crisis mode.79 Deorbiting space trash,
“an extremely difficult and likely expensive task,” has been the focus of recent
DOD and NASA studies.80 No solutions are apparent. The “Kessler Syndrome”—
the runaway growth of orbital debris that culminates in “cascading failures of
many satellites in a period of time much shorter than years”—has already begun.81
“As is true for many environmental problems, the control of the orbital debris
environment may initially be expensive,” Kessler notes, “but failure to control
leads to disaster in the long-term.” We must resolve this, or all bets are off.
Ground-based lasers appear to be the best technology for removing small debris,
but no systems have been tested.82 General Kevin Chilton, Commander of U.S.
Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM), which is charged with space operations,
has argued that we should launch a multi-national “world war on space debris.”83
While law inevitably, and appropriately, trails industrial development, we need
an evolving body of space-resource jurisprudence to maximize space benefits for
current and future generations. These challenges are not primarily technological.
But those working to draft as yet unwritten extraterrestrial property rights laws84
will need new technologies to precisely define and maintain whatever off-planet
property rights regime is eventually codified in national and international law.85
8. Evolve Knowledge and Know How

This may be the most difficult engineering task of all. Each generation of asteroid
probes and sample return spacecrafts presents opportunities for competitive and
evolutionary innovation. But such opportunities are also bedeviled by increasingly
complex challenges of knowledge management.86 Internal and external studies
find that those who plan space programs repeatedly and regularly underestimate
costs and overestimate the performance of launch systems,87 instruments,88 and
entire missions.89 “The most surprising result: none of these findings are new.”90
Knowledge evolution for asteroid mining may be accelerated by publishing (on
the Web) hundreds of the most important low-TRL (technology readiness level)
technologies (with links to current technical documentation), along with their
R&D3 (research & development degree of difficulty)91 cost estimate, and the prize
money offered to take a technology to its next TRL. Private firms can profit (and
learn) by tackling incremental challenges; and space agencies can adjust prize
amounts depending on the needs of asteroid mining demonstration missions.
The success of such demonstrations should be evaluated in terms of knowledge transfer
to industry, rather than accomplishment of one-off events in space. Civil space agencies
should aim for industry replication of asteroid mining demonstrations. In this way, the
technology can be delivered to those who drive market innovation—end users92—and a
growing wealth of solar-system resources can be delivered to humanity.
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4. Eventually: Humans
“NASA must transition its culture from
‘follow us and we will lead you to the stars’
to ‘we will enable you to go to the stars.’ ”
—James Vedda (2009)93
NASA, a creation of the Cold War, demonstrated U.S. capacity to put boots on the Moon.
In doing so, it fulfilled its mission (as a “non-military” branch) to help “beat the Soviets.”
Today we need NASA—the largest civil space agency—in cooperation with industry and
other space agencies, to demonstrate the capacity to put autocatalytic extraterrestrial
resource development into action, to achieve a more rewarding economic success and
to help “contribute solutions to [humanity’s] most pressing problems.”94
In 1961, it was risky for JFK to commit to putting a man on the moon. Today, with the
advancing power of computational systems of all kinds, it may be less risky to commit to
making deep space profitable. Young people are ready for highly capable robots.95 If they
can see that it offers real promise for future generations, students around the world may
be willing to pay the startup costs for profitable robotic asteroid mining.
“Humans will venture out into the solar system,” as Charles Bolden suggests. But anything
less than an autocatalytic off-planet economy will keep us from ever becoming more than
just tourists. The “game-changing” technologies that will “unlock new possibilities”96 are
those that can transform deep space from a consumer of resources into a source of value.
We should go to space, first and foremost, to get the resources we need for ecologically
sustainable development on Earth, where we all live. Such an effort may, simultaneously,
build an economically sustainable infrastructure for thriving extraterrestrial civilizations.
Is profitable asteroid mining a pragmatic goal?
Is any other deep-space goal more pragmatic?

Your comments and suggestions are welcome:
Especially valuable would be your identification and assessment of the top two issues
that need to be resolved in order to initiate a substantial, global program of asteroid
mining research and development.
Through our website, SpaceWealth.org, we are working to recruit and support a
community of scientists, engineers, managers, scholars, and students, who share the
conviction that profitable asteroid mining is a good thing. Through conversations and
collaborations we aim to create an authoritative Asteroid Mining Knowledge Base.97
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Top departmental budgets, FY 2010 and 2011 (enacted / requested), in billions:
1. Space Operations
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3. Exploration

$6.2 / 5.5
$4.5 / 5.0
$3.8 / 3.9
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The first and third (2010: $10 b, of a total $18.7 b) spend their money putting humans
into space. These programs were never designed to reach profitability. NASA has not
outlined the direct (non-spinoff) economic benefits of sending humans into space
utilizing current (decades old) technology.
Johnson Matthey. “Price Charts.” Platinum Today.
<http://www.platinum.matthey.com/prices/price_charts.html>
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See: Medhi, Neelakshi. “Regulatory matters: Which factors matter in regulating the
environment?” Association for Public Policy Analysis and Management (APPAM) 2009.
<http://www.umdcipe.org/conferences/epckdi/26.pdf>
26

See: [i] Gordon, R., M. Bertram, T. Graedel. “Metal stocks and sustainability.” PNAS.
2006;103(5):1209-1214. <www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.0509498103>
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substance flow-stock model for the identification and estimation of future resources,
waste streams, and emissions.” See especially: Chapter 8. “The consequences of the use
of platinum in new technologies on its availability and on other metals cycles.” Doctoral
thesis. 2007. <https://openaccess.leidenuniv.nl/bitstream/1887/12301/14/08.pdf>
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Press. 2008. <http://books.nap.edu/catalog.php?record_id=12034>
29

Of ~50,000 meteorites, 1,233 are “falls,” observed on entry to Earth’s atmosphere.
Of these, 842 (68%) are ordinary chondrites (OCs), which display elemental abundances
thought to be similar to those of the proto-solar-system disk. H-type OCs constitute 28%
of observed fall meteorites. Tagle and Berlin (2008) offer data on ordinary chondrite
elemental abundances (ppm):
30

ruthenium:
rhodium:
palladium:
iridium:
platinum:

1.135
0.230
0.825
0.749
1.559

This gives a PGM-5 total of 4.498 ppm (g/t), or ~4.5 ppm. Lodders and Fegley (1998)
offer similar data—ruthenium: 1.100; rhodium: 0.210; palladium: 0.845; iridium: 0.770;
and platinum: 1.580—for a PGM-5 total of 4.505 ppm.
The Meteoritical Society. “The Meteoritical Bulletin Database.” 2 April 2010.
<http://tin.er.usgs.gov/meteor/metbull.php>
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Tagle, Roald, and Jana Berlin. “A database of chondrite analyses including platinum
group elements, Ni, Co, Au, and Cr: Implications for the identification of chondritic
projectiles.” Meteoritics & Planetary Science. 2008;43(3):541–559.
<http://dx.doi.org/10.1111/j.1945-5100.2008.tb00671.x>
Lodders, Katharina, and Bruce Fegley, Jr. The Planetary Scientist’s Companion.
Oxford, UK: Oxford University Press. 1998. p. 318-319.
Jones, R.T. “An overview of Southern African PGM smelting.” Mintek. 2005. p. 7.
<http://www.pyrometallurgy.co.za/Mintek/Files/2005JonesPGMsmelting.pdf>

31

However, several uncertainties remain regarding the mapping between the population
of observed fall meteorites and NEAs. A 2008 study of 38 NEAs found that most (~63%)
are mineralogically similar to LL-type ordinary chondrites, which are less metallic than
H-type OCs. “This result is surprising, because LL chondrites are the least abundant
ordinary chondrites (they represent only 10% of all ordinary chondrites, and 8% of all
meteorites).” Vernazza, P., R. Binzel, et al. “Compositional differences between
meteorites and near-Earth asteroids.” Nature. 2008;454:858-860.
<http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nature07154>
32

The PGM value of a 200 m diameter asteroid mineralogically similar to one of the most
common types of observed-fall meteorites (H-type ordinary chondrites, with PGM-5
abundances of ~4.5 ppm) with the density of Itokawa (1.95 g/cm3), is over $1 billion:
33
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Significantly higher metal concentrations may be found, if we can identify and target an
asteroid that is mineralogically similar to a group IVB iron meteorite, thought to be the
“fractional crystallization of a molten, magmatic, body of metal, presumably an [ancient]
asteroidal core” (Hutchison 2004). But the evolution of IVB parent-bodies remains cloudy
(Walker 2008). They are recognized as some of the most anomalous meteorite samples
we have “in a number of aspects,” including “the highest abundances of refractory
siderophile elements such as Ir [Pt, Rh, etc.]” (Campbell 2005).
The PGM-5 value of a 200 m diameter asteroid with elemental abundances similar to an
IVB iron meteorite (PGM-5: ~90 ppm) is currently (January 2011) over $25 billion:

However, even though the largest known meteorite, Hoba (60 t), is a member of the IVB
group, they are rare. And, as yet, the “parent bodies of magmatic iron meteorites [such as
IVB meteorites] are ... not compellingly linked to any asteroid type” (Chabot 2006).
“Based on all the evidence available, [it now appears] that most Tholen M-class asteroids
[thought by some to indicate “metal”] are not remnant iron cores or enstatite chondrites,
but rather collisional composites of silicates and irons with compositions more analogous
to stony-iron meteorites and high-iron carbonaceous chondrites” (Shepard 2010).
These two meteorite types—H-type ordinary chondrites and IVB irons—seem to bracket
plausible best-case return values for asteroid mining ventures. But this, from a business
perspective, is only the beginning. Any actual venture will calculate return on investment
(ROI) value using net present value (NPV) calculations, as outlined in Ross (2001):

Chabot, N. L., and H. Haack. “Evolution of asteroidal cores.” In Lauretta, Dante S., and
Harry Y. McSween, Jr. Meteorites and the Early Solar System II. Tucson, AZ:
University of Arizona Press. 2006.
<http://www.lpi.usra.edu/books/MESSII/9019.pdf>
Campbell, Andrew J., and Munir Humayun. “Compositions of group IVB iron meteorites
and their parent melt.” Geochimica et Cosmochimica Acta. 2005;69(19):4733-4744.
<http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gca.2005.06.004>
Hutchison, Robert. Meteorites: A Petrologic, Chemical and Isotopic Synthesis.
Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Press. 2004. <http://hdl.handle.net/10141/60376>
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35 See: Benner, Lance. NASA. Jet Propulsion Laboratory. Asteroids, Comets & Satellites.
“Delta-v for spacecraft rendezvous with all known near-Earth asteroids (q < 1.3 AU).”
<http://echo.jpl.nasa.gov/~lance/delta_v/delta_v.rendezvous.html>

These calculations assume that NEAs have “an albedo range between 0.25 to 0.05.”
Which means that NEAs with an absolute magnitude (H) of 21.5 are expected to be
between 130 and 300 meters in diameter, or roughly 200 meters.
See: NASA Near-Earth Object Program. “Absolute Magnitude (H).”
<http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/glossary/h.html>
36 Bolden, Charles. NASA. “Fiscal Year 2011 Budget Estimate.” p. ii.
See also: “NASA Authorization Act of 2010.” S.3729. Passed by the House and Senate,
and signed by the president on 11 October 2010. Public Law No: 111-267.
<http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d111:SN03729:@@@L&summ2=m&>
See also: “NASA Fiscal Year 2012: Budget Estimates.” 14 February 2011. p. BUD-1.
<http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/516675main_NASA_FY12_Budget_Estimates.pdf>
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“Numbers, N, of objects brighter than absolute magnitude H as a function of H”:
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Mitigation Strategies: Final Report.” Committee to Review Near-Earth Object Surveys
and Hazard Mitigation Strategies. Space Studies Board. Aeronautics and Space
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For example, we are still discovering the fundamental physics of asteroid morphology.
See: Scheeres, D.J., C.M. Hartzell, P. Sánchez. “Scaling forces to asteroid surfaces:
The role of cohesion.” Cornell University: arXiv. 12 February 2010.
<http://arxiv.org/abs/1002.2478>
38

See, for example: The International Space Exploration Coordination Group (ISEGC),
“14 space agencies [discussing] global interests in space exploration, [including] peaceful
robotic and human space exploration, focusing on destinations within the Solar System
where humans may one day live and work.”
<http://www.globalspaceexploration.org/>
39
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<http://www.nytimes.com/2009/09/01/business/global/01minerals.html>
See also: Nicola, Stefan. “The world’s next resource conflict.” UPI. 2010.
<http://www.upi.com/Science_News/Resource-Wars/2010/02/22/The-worlds-next-resource-conflict/UPI-32341266872705/>
See also: Editorial. “Elements in short supply.” Nature Materials 2011;10:157.
<http://dx.doi.org/10.1038/nmat2985>
40

Including nearly all the rare earth elements, as well as indium, niobium, rubidium,
strontium, tantalum, thallium, thorium, vanadium, and yttrium.
U.S. Geological Survey. “Mineral Commodity Summaries.” January 2010. p. 6.
<http://minerals.usgs.gov/minerals/pubs/mcs/2010/mcs2010.pdf >

41

“At the heart of a business case is a knowledge-based approach ... that is a best practice
among leading commercial firms. Those firms have created an environment and adopted
practices that put their program managers in a good position to succeed in meeting
expectations. A knowledge-based approach requires that managers demonstrate high
levels of knowledge as the program proceeds from technology development to system
development and, finally, production. In essence, knowledge supplants risk over time.”
U.S. Government Accountability Office. “NASA: Assessments of Selected Large-Scale
Projects.” Report to Congressional Committees. GAO-10-227SP. February 2010. p. 8.
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Department of the Interior. Letter to Space Wealth. 2 September 2009.
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The grain size of the PGM material in the asteroid, and the anticipated beneficiation
methodologies, will determine what “pulverized” means. Terrestrial mining operations
designed to liberate PGM minerals whose average grain size is 15 and 45 µm, mill the ore
so that 55% and 80% of the particles are smaller than 75 µm, respectively.
Jones, R.T. “An overview of Southern African PGM smelting.” Mintek. 2005. p. 7.
<http://www.pyrometallurgy.co.za/Mintek/Files/2005JonesPGMsmelting.pdf>
44

This level of concentration (45%) is comparable to that found in current industrial
processes (30-65%) prior to the final beneficiation process of high-temperature refining,
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which results in metal concentration levels of ≥ 99.9%.
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U.S. 109th Congress, 1st Session. S. 1281. “National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Authorization Act of 2005.” Public Law No: 109-155, as of 30 December 2005.
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See also, “NASA Authorization Act of 2010.” S.3729.
<http://thomas.loc.gov/cgi-bin/bdquery/z?d111:SN03729:@@@L&summ2=m&>
54

Shapiro, et al. “Defending Planet Earth.” 2010. p. 2.

“Q: Why an 8.4 meter mirror with a 3.5 degree field? Couldn’t a smaller telescope or an
array of smaller telescopes do the same science in a somewhat longer time?
A: Some of the science can’t be done at all with a smaller telescope, or a group of small
telescopes.... [For example, the] near-Earth object (NEO) survey is looking for things
that won’t sit still for a long exposure.” LSST Science FAQ.
<http://www.lsst.org/lsst/science/science-faq#q10>
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Blandford, Roger D., Chair, et al. Committee for a Decadal Survey of Astronomy and
Astrophysics. “New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics.” Space
Studies Board. National Research Council. 2010. p. 1-10. “The appraised construction
cost is $465 million.... The annual operations costs are estimated at $42 million.”
<http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12951.html>
56

See also: Overbye, D. “Donors bring big telescope a step closer.” The New York Times.
5 January 2008. <http://www.nytimes.com/2008/01/05/science/space/05scope.html>
“Thermal infrared (~5 to ~11 microns) is the most efficient spectral regime for an
efficient NEO search; ... any IR aperture from about 50 to 100 centimeters is sufficient;
and ... locating a NEO-finding observatory in a Venus-like orbit (approximately a 0.7 AU
semimajor axis) is ideal.” Reitsema, Harold, and Robert Arentz. “NEO survey: An
efficient search for near-Earth objects by an IR observatory in a Venus-like orbit.”
Submitted to the Primitive Bodies Subcommittee of the Decadal Survey. 16 September
2009. <http://www.psi.edu/decadal/topical/RobertFArentz.pdf>
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Reitsema and Arentz. “NEO Survey.” 2009. See also: Tad Friend. “Vermin of the Sky:
Who will keep the planet safe from asteroids?” The New Yorker. 28 February 2011.
Which reports on recommendations to “place an infrared telescope into a Venus-like
orbit.” <http://www.newyorker.com/reporting/2011/02/28/110228fa_fact_friend>
60

The Near Earth Object Surveillance Satellite (NEOSSat) has passed its critical design
review (CDR) and is “well into Phase D” development. Launch is scheduled for mid 2011.
Total mission cost, including launch: $12.5 million.
Cooper, David. CEO, Microsat Systems Canada, Inc. Email received: 29 March 2010.
<http://www.asc-csa.gc.ca/eng/sciences/neossat.asp>
<http://www.mscinc.ca/heritage/neossat.html> <http://www.neossat.ca/>
61
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“The [AsteroidFinder] spacecraft bus belongs to the ‘compact’ class, having an overall
mass of approximately 100 kg and dimensions which allow piggy-back launches. After a
review process the AsteroidFinder proposal was selected in 2008 to be the first mission
featuring a DLR SSB [standard satellite bus]. The launch into a Sun-synchronous lowEarth orbit is planned for 2013.” German Aerospace Center (DLR). “AsteroidFinder.”
<http://www.dlr.de/pf/en/desktopdefault.aspx/tabid-174/319_read-18911/>
Binzel, R.P., A.S. Rivkin, J.S. Stuart, A.W. Harris, S.J. Bus, and T.H. Burbine.
“Observed spectral properties of near-Earth objects: results for population distribution,
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<http://www.mtholyoke.edu/courses/tburbine/tomburbine/binzel.2004.pdf>
The paper “provides a summary compilation of ... 401 near-Earth and Mars-crossing
objects..., the largest available uniform data set for this population.”
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Space Wealth: An Asteroid Mining Knowledge Base (@MKB):
<http://spacewealth.org/AMKB>
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